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Introduction
EFT interpretations spreading in top, Higgs and EW sectors
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CMS TOP-19-001



16 operators, 5 processes, 10 signal regions!!! 
The most broad analysis todate.

tt̄lν, tt̄ll̄, tll̄q, tHq

LHC EW Multiboson Subgroup
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EFT in Higgs measurements
ATLAS CONF-2020-053
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CMS PAS HIG-19-005
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Issues and questions
How to proceed with combined/global analyses?
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Need to address:  
Choice of basis 
Choice of flavour assumption 
Choice of which operators to fit and which to ignore 
How to present the results to allow combinations?
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Basis and Flavour

Flavour assumption
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Basis

Warsaw basis (smeftsim & SMEFT@NLO implementations) SILH basis (HEL implementation)

ATLAS CONF-2020-053 CMS PAS HIG-19-005

CMS TOP-19-001

Warsaw basis (dim6top implementation)

c.f.

c.f.

From I. Brivio

ATLAS CONF-2020-053
CMS TOP-19-001

How to combine?
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Operator selection
How to select operators?
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Various options followed by the experimental analyses:


“operators for which the Λ-2-suppressed contribution to any of the STXS categories exceeds 1‰ with respect to the 
SM prediction at ci = 1”                      How about non-interfering operators?                    

ATLAS CONF-2020-053

CMS PAS HIG-19-005

“16 operators chosen because they are expected to have a relatively large impact on the signal processes but not 
on the tt background process. To determine if a process is affected by an operator, we check whether the cross 
section of the process is scaled by more than five times the SM cross-section when the WC set to 16π2.”                        
How about relevant operators which affect the background? Operator normalisation?

CMS TOP-19-001

“Τhe parameters cWW and cB are fit together in the combination cWW-cB, since the orthogonal combination (S = 
cWW + cB) is strongly constrained at zero by electroweak precision data.”                    How about other constraints?

Need for some guidance and common strategy
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First attempts towards guidelines
The LHC Top WG EFT note
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Input from a lot of theorists

arXiv:1802.07237

Warsaw basis
3 scenarios with different 
flavour assumptions

Constraints from LHC, EWPO, 
indirect constraints

Public UFO implementations and 
benchmark results already given 
for LHC13

Separate discussion of FCNC

Baseline flavour scenario singles out the 3rd generation
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Monte Carlo tools and validation
A systematic effort to cross-validate different implementations
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Examples of implementations:

A large number of implementations: 

need for systematic comparison and validation  

arXiv:1906.12310
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EFT WG efforts
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First outline of the WG activities and targets

(larger # of *s reflects higher level of priority)
1. EFT Formalism
The starting point for the calculations and fits: what operators, what bases, what 
perturbation orders, how to combine operators of different dimensions, what constraints 
to be put in the EFT bases preparation, practical considerations in connection to 
experimental analyses, flavour and symmetry assumptions. The following issues will be 
discussed:

• SMEFT bases/notation/normalization/input schemes, etc (***): common conventions, 
consistency checks among the experiments and streamlining translations among 
conventions will be required, before any combination is considered. These will be 
defined on a case by case basis, depending on the specific set of observables 
included in a given combination. 

• Assumptions about the flavour symmetries, and other symmetries like CP 

• Definition of scenarios, also for the purposes of doing fit with limited data, and as 
benchmarks for the presentation of experimental results 

• Truncation, quadratic dependences, double insertions, dimension eight 
contributions, uncertainty prescription, EFT validity (information required from 
experiments to ensure validity at the interpretation stage) (**) 

• TH constraints (unitarity, positivity, etc.) and incorporation into fit results (**) 

• Consideration of beyond-SMEFT EFT frameworks, where relevant 

2. Predictions and tools
Addressing all issues of how to simulate EFT and generate events; understanding of the limitations 
of the models and agreements on the way to proceed in the EFT publications and calculations. 
Identification and estimation of all relevant theory systematics, and calculation in a form which is 
usable in likelihood fits by the experimental community; investigation of matters related to the 
computational limitations in the events production for experimentalÂ  analyses.

• Guidance 

◦ Availability (analytic & numeric), usage, assumptions, uncertainties, interplay of tools (**) 

◦ Reweighting techniques to reduce the full detector simulation sample size (and validation of 
those techniques) (***) 

◦ Higher-order corrections in SM couplings (**) 

• Deliverables 

◦ Cross-validation at tree and loop levels (**) 

◦ Common MC generation and/or settings across experiments 

◦ Observable calculations (including e.g. fiducial cross-sections, see Area 3.) and analytical 
parameterizations (also to NLO), comparisons between tools, uncertainties (**) 

◦ Tools to relate parameters, measured quantities, etc 

Dedicated meetings expected 7th and 14th of December

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vTRRzSBi_rNGQbgkN6I24oC1bEvBlobCYad7zTSNt3I/edit#heading=h.3y29tp7tzc75
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Uncertainties in EFT predictions
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Missing Higher Orders in 1/Λ^4

squared dim-6 contributions

double insertions of dim-6

dim-8 contributions


Missing Higher Orders in QCD and EW

EFT is a QFT, renormalisable order-by-order 1/Λ2

𝒪(αs, αew) + 𝒪 ( 1
Λ2 ) + 𝒪 ( αs

Λ2 ) + 𝒪 ( αew

Λ2 )
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Why NLO?
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Higher orders in SMEFT bring:

Accuracy

Precision

Improved sensitivity

Accurate knowledge of the deviations (distribution shapes, correlations 
between observables, etc.) can be the key to disentangle them from the SM. 

Loop-induced new sensitivity.
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Accuracy and precision
Example 1:
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Different shapes at NLO

Degrande, Maltoni, Mimasu, EV, Zhang arXiv:1804.07773

Different K-factors for different 
operators, different from the SM

tHj ttH

Maltoni, EV, Zhang arXiv:1607.05330
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Example 2: EWPO
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LEP ILC GigaZ [arXiv:1908.11299]

Even EW corrections lead to ~20% difference

Accuracy and precision

Dawson and Giardino arXiv:1909.02000 & Giardino@HEFT2020

Impact of NLO corrections on W, Z pole observables:
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Accuracy and precision
Reduction of scale uncertainty
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Deutschmann, Duhr, Maltoni, EV arXiv:1708.00460 

RG corrections not a good 
approximation to the NLO 
result, underestimate the 

NLO corrections

Comparison of exact NLO with LO 
improved by 1-loop RG running

Milder EFT scale 
dependence at NLO, when 

mixing effects also taken into 
account

Maltoni, EV, Zhang arXiv:1607.05330

ggH ttH
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Improved sensitivity
New operators opening up at NLO
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4-heavy operators in top pair production

𝒪8
QQ = (Q̄γμTAQ)(Q̄γμTAQ)

𝒪1
QQ = (Q̄γμQ)(Q̄γμQ)

𝒪8
Qt = (Q̄γμTAQ)(t̄γμTAt)

𝒪1
Qt = (Q̄γμQ)(t̄γμt)

𝒪1
tt = (t̄γμt)(t̄γμt)

tt

t t

tb

b t

Complimentary information to ttbb and 4top production

At NLO:
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Loop-induced sensitivity (1)
Trilinear H coupling

Sensitivity through 1-loop EW corrections to 
single Higgs production.


A new opportunity to extract information, 
beyond the typical probe of HH production.
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Di Vita et al. arXiv:1704.01953 and HH white paper 

Degrassi et al. arXiv:1607.04251, Gorbahn, Haisch 1607.03773, 
Bizon et al 1610.05771, Maltoni et al 1709.08649

ATLAS-CONF-2019-049
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Loop-induced sensitivity (2)
Top operators in Higgs observables
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Poor knowledge of top couplings leads to uncertainties on Higgs 
measurements at the LHC

+ +

EV, Zhang arXiv:1804.09766

loop-induced tree-level

Relatively loose constraints from
top LHC measurements (tZ, ttZ, tj, …)
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Loop-induced sensitivity (2)
Top operators in Higgs observables
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+ +

EV, Zhang arXiv:1804.09766

loop-induced tree-level

Relatively loose constraints from
top LHC measurements (tZ, ttZ, tj, …)

Or… maybe one should use Higgs 
measurements to bound top couplings?
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More loop-induced sensitivities

Martini and Schulze arXiv:1911.11244

Diboson (off-shell Higgs) sensitivity to top couplings

Top pair production sensitivity to EW top couplings
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Constraint from gg to ZH 
Englert et al arXiv:1603.05304

4-parameter fit:

Azatov, Grojean, Paul, Salvioni arXiv:1608.00977

Constraints on ttZ couplings 
competitive with ttZ processAzatov, Grojean, Paul, Salvioni arXiv:1608.00977

See also: Englert, Soreq, Spannowsky arXiv:1410.5440 and Cao et al 2004.02031

EW corrections:
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Higher orders in Monte Carlo
SMEFT@NLO
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http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/SMEFTatNLO

Degrande, Durieux, Maltoni, Mimasu, EV, Zhang arXiv:2008.11743
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What can the code do?
Example processes
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Including 4-fermion operators

And many more on the website…

What’s in the box? 
Warsaw basis operators 

Flavour assumption:  

Includes Higgs, top, gauge boson interactions 
Conventions matching dim6top (LHC Top WG) 

CP & Flavour conserving
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Applications at NLO
Examples: Triboson production
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First computation of VVV@NLO in the SMEFT

c.f. first observation by CMS: arXiv:2006.11191 

NEW
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Loop & tree sensitivity
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ZH

ZH VBF

ggH

from L. Mantani

H decays

𝒪φD, 𝒪(1)
φqi

, 𝒪(1)
φQ, 𝒪(3)

φQ, 𝒪ϕd⋯
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Towards a global Higgs-top fit
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PRELIMINARY

New operators
Ethier, Maltoni, Mantani, Nocera, Rojo, EV and Zhang in preparation

Top
Top+Higgs+VV+LepAdded Higgs data

Run I & 2 signal strengths 
(CMS+ATLAS): 

gluon fusion 
VH 
VBF 
ttH 
H decays 

Differential distributions & STXS
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Towards a global Higgs-top fit
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Top Yukawa
Top Chromomagnetic

Ethier, Maltoni, Mantani, Nocera, Rojo, EV and Zhang in preparation

4F mostly top

ttV couplings 
impacted by Higgs

Unique interplay 
Lots to learn with more 

measurements coming in

PRELIMINARY
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Conclusions
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Efforts towards EFT interpretations for the LHC are ongoing on both theory 
and experimental side.


To allow combination of different analyses common conventions about bases, 
flavour assumptions etc are needed.


Tools play an important role and their validation and comparison is crucial.


Higher-order corrections in the EFT predictions can play a crucial role and 
including them as much as possible can improve our sensitivity.


LHCEFTWG aims to address these topics through a series of meetings. 

http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=lhc-eftwg


